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Option for Aggressive Crop Residue and Soil Management
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NEWS RELEASE

Producers can aggressively manage heavy crop residue and soils with the new True-Tandem

™

™

335 Barracuda vertical tillage tool from Case IH. Built on proven Agronomic Design principles,
this rugged addition to the industry-leading Case IH vertical tillage lineup quickly cuts,
incorporates and evenly distributes the most stubborn crop residue up to 4 inches deep. This
creates the potential for a blacker surface finish and an increase in nutrient cycling for the next
crop.
“We developed the new True-Tandem 335 Barracuda to help producers more productively
manage the record-breaking amounts of residue associated with new, high-yielding crop
genetics — especially hybrids developed for standability with tougher stalks,” said Chris Lursen,
Case IH tillage marketing manager. “Thanks to the industry-exclusive serrated blades
engineered with Earth Metal and greater concavity than most other vertical tillage blades on the
market, the Barracuda easily slices through tough residue, uproots root balls and levels out the
soil to create the ideal environment for residue breakdown and seedling development.”

™

Caption: The Case IH True-Tandem 335 Barracuda vertical tillage tool provides aggressive
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residue management and a blacker soil finish in heavy residue conditions.

Click [HERE] to download a hi-res file.
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Capable of cutting up to 4 inches deep, the new 22-inch Earth Metal Barracuda blades help
producers reach deeper depths and achieve a smooth field finish, while covering acres quickly.
The blades penetrate hard, dry soils and break through surface compaction layers to promote
soil movement and uniform density. New chisel-tipped serrations allow the blades to retain
sharpness and durability, even under tough field conditions.
“As the chisel-tipped teeth wear, the valley between each tip stays sharp, retaining the cutting
edge and extending the blade’s lifetime,” said Lursen. “Combined with the high-quality Earth
Metal material, the blades are built for durability, helping producers cover rocky terrain and
uneven ground in confidence — even at high speeds.”
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Caption: The Case IH True-Tandem 335 Barracuda vertical tillage system moves material up,
over and laterally to stratify soil particles and increase aeration for improved soil tilth.

Click [HERE] to download a hi-res file.

Built with the toughness producers demand, the True-Tandem 335 Barracuda vertical tillage tool
works on a wide range of soils to quickly break down even the heaviest stubble and stalks.
Additional features that ramp up the aggressiveness of the new True-Tandem 335 Barracuda
include:


Capability to run at 6 to 9 miles per hour for higher speed, higher productivity soil
management. Operating at 8 miles per hour, a producer using a 34-foot machine can
1

cover 28 acres per hour.



A rugged, pull-through frame that balances weight distribution over tough, fast-changing
conditions.



The 22-inch, crimp center Earth Metal Barracuda blades are engineered using a unique
process and steel formula to prevent brittleness and elasticity, making blades stronger
and more durable.



An 18-degree gang angle matched to each blade’s shallow concavity provides thorough
soil mixing without causing backside blade compaction like competitive designs.



Front and rear gangs and blades are properly indexed to one another, providing an
even surface finish and a more even subsurface floor than most other vertical tillage
tools and high-speed disks.
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The hydraulically adjustable TigerPaw Crumbler rolling reel, which helps produce
more uniform clod sizing, soil particle stratification and residue distribution.



The ability to retrofit the Barracuda blade to Case IH True-Tandem 330 Turbo or 335VT
models.

The True-Tandem 335 Barracuda is available in working widths from 22 to 34 feet to match
most tractors. Whether spring or fall, producers can use the unit alone or in combination with
other tillage operations to achieve soil conditions for uniform crop emergence.

For more information, visit your Case IH dealer or caseih.com.
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Operating at 8 miles per hour, at 85 percent efficiency.

Case IH is a global leader in agricultural equipment, committed to collaborating with its customers to develop the most
powerful, productive, reliable equipment — designed to meet today’s agricultural challenges. With headquarters in the
United States, Case IH has a network of dealers and distributors that operates in over 160 countries. Case IH provides
agricultural equipment systems, flexible financial service offerings and parts and service support for professional
farmers and commercial operators through a dedicated network of professional dealers and distributors. Productivityenhancing products include tractors; combines and harvesters; hay and forage equipment; tillage tools; planting and
seeding systems; sprayers and applicators; site-specific farming tools; and utility vehicles. Case IH is a brand of CNH
Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI / MI: CNHI).
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